Photofabrication Engineering, Inc. (PEI) Has Introduced Museum Quality 3D Solid Brass Commemoratives

Ideally suited to commemorate anniversaries or other special occasions, PEI 3D solid brass designs can be packaged in many styles and colors of boxes with printed messages and flocked inserts highlighting the keepsake.

MILFORD, Mass. (PRWEB) February 05, 2019 -- Photofabrication Engineering, Inc. (PEI) has introduced custom designed photo-etched three-dimensional solid brass and gold or silver finished museum quality ornamental keepsakes.

Museum Quality 3D Solid Brass Commemoratives from PEI are keepsakes which can incorporate extraordinary intricate filigree, gold or silver finishes, and are made to order. Ideally suited to commemorate anniversaries or other special occasions, they can be packaged in many styles and colors of boxes with printed messages and flocked inserts highlighting the keepsake.

Designed from a simple idea or sketch on paper, these Museum Quality 3D Solid Brass Commemoratives are photo-chemically machined and there are no expensive tooling charges since they utilize photolithography for production. Applications include donor gifts, corporate anniversaries or milestones, university alumni celebrations, and items for museum or hospital gift shops.

Museum Quality 3D Solid Brass Commemoratives from PEI are priced according to configuration and quantity; made in the USA. Price quotations are available upon request.

For more information contact:

Photofabrication Engineering, Inc.
Monique Potter, Decorative Sales Manager
500 Fortune Blvd.
Milford, MA 01757
(508) 478-2025 FAX (508) 478-3582
e-mail: mpotter(at)photofabrication(dot)com
www.decorativeetching.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.